
Bassbeam: the new vision on bass reproduction  

Bass reproduction seems to be more and more of an upcoming challenge in clubs all over 
the world. Basically there are two decisive factors: noise pollution and dispersion. XLNT 
advanced technologies© has now found a solution to drastically reduce noise pollution and 
improve dispersion: enter the Bassbeam©.  

Bassbeam© uses advanced line array technologies to keep the bass in the spot where 
you want it, and not in the neighbours bedroom…  

Conventional soundsystem setup often dictates the placement of two or four bass stacks in the 
corners of a venue, this way the bass dispersion is often far from perfect. Standing waves and 
interference with other stacks cause massive bass impact on some spots and total cancellation 
on other. One way to solve some of these problems is to put all the bass stacks in one spot. 
This works to get some better dispersion in an empty room but often causes great noise 
problems, forcing the user to crank up the volume by at least 6dB to ‘blow through the 
audience’ and get enough coverage to shake the people in the back of the audience. Aside of 
that we have created a very strong point source, which output will find his way through walls 
and ceilings more easily.  

Dispersion pattern with conventional 4 point setup  

 

 



If only everybody could get real close to one bass source….  

To solve these problems XLNT advanced technologies© created a low profile speaker arraywith electronic 
steering that is hung above the audience; the Bassbeam©. Because of the used line array technologies this 
sounds like one source for all the people in the audience and everybody will have the same bass impact no 
matter where you stand. 

Dispersion pattern with Bassbeam  

 

In venues with noise problems this can result in a gain of 6 to 12dB of perceived bass 
because now everyone is standing close to the speaker and we can turn the output volume 
down and still have the same result as with the conventional stacks.  

Each Bassbeam© consists of a minimum of 2 elements with a size of 4 meters long. The 
Bassbeam© elements come in two flavours; the L version which consists of 4 15 inchcustom 
high power speakers and the XL version which consists of 4 18 inch custom high power 
speakers.  

 Bassbeam in action: Dutch award-nominated club Players  

 


